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HOMESWEST TENANTS — ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 

Statement by Member for Willagee 
MR P.C. TINLEY (Willagee) [12.58 pm]: Since my election, by far the biggest single complaint that my office 
receives is antisocial behaviour by Homeswest tenants. This fragments communities, affects mental wellbeing 
and strains family relationships. One current example is a young couple who purchased their first house in 
Hamilton Hill and within a short time their peace was shattered by outrageous behaviour from their neighbour, 
including verbal and physical abuse. I would like to thank Sergeant Tony Carabetta from Cockburn Police 
Station, a local police station, for his support and response. I want to be very clear: the majority of Homeswest 
tenants are responsible and this is not an argument against Homeswest. 

Mr John Pynes, the regional director of the south metropolitan region, and his team do an outstanding job 
tackling antisocial behaviour within their tenancies. But, to be clear, of the 6 400 homes that Mr Pynes manages 
in the south metropolitan area, fewer than 40 are very difficult and complex tenancies. Less than 0.65 per cent of 
his tenants occupy an inordinate level of his people’s time. They understand the impact that these tenants can 
have on the community and work hard within their resources to respond. Specialised support is available in the 
form of an antisocial behaviour intervention team, or ASBIT, which Mr Pynes controls. But this is one of only 
two teams in the entire metropolitan area, and the south metropolitan team consists of only three people trying to 
manage the worst cases of antisocial behaviour. Of the approximately 40 cases, they can manage only 20 cases at 
a time. This situation is wholly inadequate, and, although I acknowledge and applaud the department’s initiative 
in this area, I put it to the minister that it is woefully inadequate. Although the ASBIT initiative is new and 
subject to review, I question the veracity of any review, given that the team is under-resourced. It is too small to 
get a useful measurement. I call on the minister and the Barnett government to get serious and properly fund the 
ASBIT program. 

Sitting suspended from 12.59 to 2.00 pm 
 


